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Section	1.3:	Main	features	of	The framework for higher 
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Introduction
The	following	incorporates	The framework for higher education qualifications in England, 
Wales and Northern Ireland	(FHEQ),	published	by	the	Quality	Assurance	Agency	
for	Higher	Education	(QAA)	in	2008,	and	The framework for Qualifications of Higher 




























2Chapter A1: The national level
Section 1: The FHEQ 
Section	1.1:	Introduction
This	guidance	is	about	the	implementation	of	The framework for higher education 































































The Scottish Credit and Qualifications Framework	(SCQF)6	(of	which	The framework 
for qualifications of higher education institutions in Scotland	is	a	constituent	part)	and	





the	Bologna	Declaration8	and	thus	align	with	The Framework for Qualifications of the 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































will	be	found	in	Chapter A2: The subject and qualification level	of	the	Quality	Code,	



























See	also	Chapter A6: Assessment of achievement of learning outcomes,	and Chapter 
B6: Assessment of students and accreditation of prior learning of	the	Quality	Code,	
particularly	Indicator	8	of	Chapter	B6	which	deals	with	rules	and	regulations	for	
progressing	from	one	stage	of	a	programme	to	another	and	for	qualifying	for	an	












education credit framework for England: guidance on academic credit arrangements in 
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Verification	of	the	compatibility	of	The framework for higher education qualifications in 
England, Wales and Northern Ireland	(FHEQ)	with	The framework for Qualifications of the 
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Appendix 1: Shared Dublin  
descriptors for short cycle, first cycle, 



























Qualifications that signify completion of the higher education short cycle 
















































































Chapter A1: The national level
From first cycle (eg Bachelors) to second cycle (eg Masters) to doctorates: 
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FHEQ:	The Framework for Higher Education Qualifications
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Section 2: The Framework for  




































24	 The	National	Committee	of	Inquiry	into	Higher	Education;	July	1997:	Report of the Scottish Committee.
25	 Higher Education for the 21st Century: Response to the Garrick Report:	The	Scottish	Office,	February	1998.
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Chapter A1: The national level
Overview
This	paper	has	two	sections.	Section	1	provides	details	of	the	purpose,	features	and	






































































































































Table 1: Levels and associated qualifications of higher education institutions 
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with min 420 at SHE D
SHE	M		
(SCQF	11)
MPhil Either not credit rated28 or 
min 300 with min 270 at 
SHE M






Min 600 with min 120 at 
SHE M
Postgraduate	Diploma Min 120 with min 90 at 
SHE M






Min 480 with min of 180 at 
SHE 3 and SHE H 








Min of 120 at 
min of SHE 3
Graduate	Certificate	















































See	Chapter B6: Assessment of the students and accreditation of prior learning	of	the	
Quality	Code,	especially	Indicator	11	dealing	with	compensation	and	condonation;	
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Verification	of	the	compatibility	of	The framework for higher education qualifications in 
England, Wales and Northern Ireland	(FHEQ)	with The framework for Qualifications of the 
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Subject
•	 	Titles	used	for	doctoral	qualifications	awarded	after	programmes	that	include	a	
substantial	taught	element	should	normally	include	the	name	of	the	discipline	in	
the	title	(eg	EdD	for	Doctor	of	Education).
•	 	Qualification	titles	that	reflect	the	subject	focus	of	programmes	of	study	in	two	
disciplines	(eg	a	joint	Honours	award)	should	consider	nomenclatures	based	on:
	 -	 	A	and	B,	where	there	is	an	approximately	equal	balance	between	two	
components
	 -	 	A	with	B,	for	a	major/minor	combination	where	the	minor	subject	accounts	
for	at	least	a	quarter	of	the	programme.
•	 	Qualification	titles	should	not	normally	reflect	more	than	three	subject	
components.
•	 	Where	there	are	more	than	three	significant	components,	the	title	'Combined	
Studies'	would	be	appropriate.
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